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“No way, he’s already in the fourth-grade ultimate god-level?” Alejandro and Nash glanced at each 

other as they were dumbfounded. They have always thought that jackie was still in the third-grade 

ultimate god level, like them. Unexpectedly, this guy had already achieved the fourth-grade ultimate god 

level and this was slightly beyond their expectations. 

 

After observing and discovering that jackie was really in the fourth-grade ultimate god-level, Alejandro 

said, “There might be hopes of killing the opponent if he’s in the third-grade ultimate god-level, right? 

After all, jackie has a high combat power. In that case, we can still help jackie after we’ve killed the 

others. This time, it looks like we will be able to win!” 

 

“Yes, that’s great news. jackie must have broken through three levels in one go previously but he didn’ t 

tell us. Now, my heart is at ease!” Nash was also speechless as he spoke. jackie even deceived him and 

hid this from him! 

 

“Haha… A fighting prowess of fourth-grade ultimate god-level plans to kill the Bloodshed Clan’s disciple 

like us who are in the sixth-grade ultimate god-level? Are you daydreaming?” The fatty on the opposite 

side laughed loudly when he heard this. “Let’s put us, the formal disciples from the sect aside, your 

fighting prowess must have piled up quickly after you people entered this area. Will such fighting 

prowess be stable? On top of that, you even plan to kill Senior Sister Rowan, who’s two levels higher? 

Aren’t you dreaming?” 

 

“That’s right. These people are too naïve. They must be some casual trainers who have never 

experienced the world!” Another male disciple also said with a sneer. 

 

“Stop talking nonsense with them. Leave this young man for me to deal with and you guys can kill the 

others for me! Let’s make it a quick battle, understand?” Rowan stared at jackie with a cold expression 

on her face. “It looks like you guys have been here for some time, maybe days and even months. 

Humph! However, no matter how talented you are, I will definitely kill all of you today. Why can’t you 

guys just stay in the abandoned world obediently? Why do you guys have to break into a place where 

you shouldn’t have come into such as this Sacred Place? That is just suicidal!” 



jackie smiled coldly and also stared at her. After breaking through into the fourth-grade ultimate god -

level, it was the first time he has met somebody with a higher fighting prowess than him. He could take 

this opportunity to try the other party’s strength and judge how his combat power was. He wanted to 

know if he could defeat them easily or if he had to work hard to do so. 

 

However, no matter what it was, jackie was still slightly confident about defeating the sixth-grade 

ultimate god-level female disciple who was standing in front of him. 

 

“You guys stole the Chi and extracted it from our area to this area so that this area becomes rich in Chi 

for you people to train easily. Now, you still dare to call this area the sacred grounds? You guys are really 

selfish!” jackie appeared in front of the other party in a flash and punched the female disciple angrily. 

 “You do know quite a lot of things but you people are intruders. We were originally living a great life 

here. Humph! Since you guys aren’t convinced, let’s fight, and shall the fittest survive!” The female 

disciple did not give in. After she finished speaking, the Chi on her fists surged outward and she directly 

met jackie ’s punch. 


